
To celebrate its centennial,
IBM has published a book
with the laudable ambition of

making the world work better. The
Computing-Tabulating-Recording
Company was founded in 1911from
the merger of four firms involved in
data tabulation, time recording,
scales and manufacturing. In 1914,
Thomas J. Watson Snr was hired to
head the company. He came up
with the slogan, “Think”, that
became the company’s mantra and,
in 1924, its name was changed to
International Business Machines. 

Watson was famous for his
beliefs that guided staff behaviour.
His son, Thomas J. Watson Jnr,
succeeded him in 1952 and in less
than two decades had transformed
a punched card company into the
global dominant player in
computers. Today, it has 425,000
employees, and its research arm has
produced five Nobel laureates and
inventions such as the ATM, floppy
disk, hard disk drive and the
Universal Product Code. 

The book is divided into three
parts. Kevin Maney wrote the
history of the science of information
technology, a fascinating story of
the emergence of the industry and
the role of brilliant scientists and
smart managers. 

In 1928, nine out of 10
businessmen turned down
Columbia professor Ben Wood’s
idea that simple computers can
have limitless business potential. It
was the genius of Watson Snr that
recognised that idea and he set out
to transform his business from
simple tabulation in accounting to

what became the computing
industry. 

My favourite part is Steve
Hamm’s section on “Reinventing
the Modern Corporation”,
examining how Watson Snr thought
about running and building
modern business, using and
creating tools and structures that
eventually became both global and
universal. It is the energy, passion
and vision of great leaders to
mobilise the creativity of staff that
make strong corporations. 

Every corporate leader today
should ask the four key questions
asked within IBM: How does a
company define and manage itself?
How does it create value? How does
it operate in a global economy? And,
how does it engage with society?

Companies have their own
differentiating identity and values.
As Hamm incisively pointed out:
“Unless the company culture is
sustainable – meaning it can
continue to thrive if products
change, markets change,
technologies change and the
dominant leader isn’t in command
anymore – the company itself isn’t
sustainable.” 

In the late 1980s, IBM was the
dominant player in the computer
hardware business, but it became
complacent. Lou Gerstner arrived in
1993 and, by 2002, he had
engineered a major turnaround. As
he said: “Change doesn’t happen
unless you understand the culture
of the organisation. What do people
value? What do they think is right for
the company?”

The final part of the book,

“Making the World Work Better”, is
on the true challenge of any
company with global ambition. The
move away from “self-centred”
values and profits towards the
notion of a company as a platform
for shared services and values was a
major innovation when current
chief executive Sam Palmisano
launched IBM’s global makeover.
Integration of the corporation was
through common values and
processes, being able to bring global
knowledge to bear on solving local
problems. 

The modern corporation today
faces a multitude of transformative
shifts – the seismic shift of economic
power to emerging markets, of
changing demographics, rapid
urbanisation, dazzling technology,
war, terrorism and natural disasters. 

The conventional view is that the
business of business is to serve the
shareholders. The global financial
crisis put paid to this idea. The idea
that profits should be achieved
irrespective of the consequences on
society is irresponsible and flawed. 

As the world changes, this is the
time of fusion and experimentation.
This is the age of social innovation –
from activist philanthropy to social
business, the idea that businesses
should plough their profits back
into business for social good. 

“Making the World Work Better”
forces us to rethink the way we
work, how we consume the world’s
scarce resources and how we live
and interact with each other. 

We need to understand the
planet we live in as a complex
structure of interactions between

human and natural systems. Jeffrey
O’Brien identifies the process of
mastering change and complex
systems as a discernible path of
seeing, mapping, understanding,
believing and acting. 

This coincides with my own
experience that crisis is an event,
but development is a process.
Indeed, the trouble with
conventional economic theory is
that it is obsessed with perfect ideals
that are divorced from a messy
reality. Conventional theory does
not teach you how to get to such
ideals as a high-income, inclusive
and sustainable society. 

The challenge facing each of us,
including the modern corporation,
is how to execute and achieve these
ideals. Understanding the world as a
living complex system brings us
back to the reality that progress is a
cycle. We think, therefore we must
act. But action may lead to
unintended or undesirable
outcomes. Therefore we must
reflect, think, change and respond. 

Great economies are built by
great companies. This IBM
centennial book is a must-read for
all corporate and thought leaders on
the role of the modern corporation
in a rapidly changing world. 

Andrew Sheng is president 
of Fung Global Institute 

Values that can help shape the 
business model in a changing world
Andrew Sheng lauds IBM’s efforts to redefine a company’s social role in the modern environment

A
re criminal trials too important to be
decided by professional judges
alone? That question is increasingly
being asked – and answered – in 
various northeast Asian jurisdic-

tions. South Korea has used non-binding “con-
sultative” juries since 2008. The following year,
Japan instituted “mixed tribunals” composed
of three judges and six laymen to decide both
guilt and punishment. Even some courts in
mainland China, which has long authorised
one or two Soviet-style “people’s assessors” to
join judges in decision-making, have recently
been experimenting with consultative 
“people’s juries”. Now Taiwan is considering an
official proposal for five laymen to sit with and
advise three judges in serious criminal trials. 

This is not the first time that the island’s judi-
cial branch, the Judicial Yuan, has suggested
citizen participation in criminal cases. Its previ-
ous attempts to introduce “lay assessors” date
back to 1987, when martial law was lifted. Yet,
those plans called for assessors to share 
decision-making power with judges, which
raised constitutional doubts about authorising
citizens with no security of life tenure to act as
judges while depriving defendants of their right
to trial by professional judges alone. Last Octo-
ber, however, the newly appointed leaders of
the Judicial Yuan introduced this effort in res-
ponse to public anger at recently exposed judi-
cial corruption and at court decisions that were
condemned as too lenient to child molesters
and out of touch with common sense. 

This new lay assessors system is a distinctive
blend of various features already familiar to Tai-
wan’s neighbours. Like Japan’s lay assessors,
Taiwan’s citizens, after hearing the case togeth-
er with professional judges, will deliberate with
the judges. Yet, unlike Japanese counterparts,
they will have no voting power. Their views will
only be “consultative”, like South Korea’s jury. 

According to the plan, after the legislature’s
approval, this new system will operate in two
district courts beginning in 2013. The experi-
ment will initially be limited to cases in which
the first instance court might mete out the
death penalty or a life sentence. The defendant
will have no right to choose trial by professional
judges alone, and his fate will be determined by
the judges after they consult the assessors. 

As in Japan, assessors will be selected
randomly for each case but some may then be
excluded by prosecutors and defence lawyers.
Also as in Japan, assessors will not attend pre-
trial hearings. Nor will assessors have access to
pre-trial case files. At trial, they may question
witnesses and defendants with the approval of
the presiding judge. During their post-trial 
deliberation, assessors will give judges their
opinions on facts, application of law and sen-
tencing, but only judges will decide. Judges will,
however, be expected to take the assessors’
majority opinion into account and, if they dis-

agree, to state why in their judgment. After three
years, Taiwan will evaluate the experiment. 

Like Japan and South Korea, Taiwan’s
motivation in undertaking this reform is mainly
to increase the legitimacy of the judicial system
by democratising adjudication. Citizen partici-
pation also promises to increase transparency
and popular understanding of the judicial
process. Thus far, in both Japan and South
Korea, although many citizens were initially
reluctant to take part in criminal trials, their
countries’ experiments have, by and large, met
with a favourable response from the public. 

Moreover, in both countries, citizen partici-
pation has given new importance to open court
hearings and strengthened their adversarial 
nature. Especially valuable for defence counsel
is the chance to cross-examine prosecution
witnesses and present evidence and arguments
before representatives of the broader commu-

nity. This should be good news for Taiwan’s
struggle to implement the adversarial system
that it launched in 2002 to promote greater
fairness and accuracy in criminal trials. 

The Judicial Yuan’s proposal will probably
be enacted. Yet, not surprisingly, given 
Taiwan’s vibrant democracy, some experts and
civic groups criticise the assessors’ lack of pow-
er to decide cases. They claim the judiciary
wants to retain its decision-making monopoly.
They also argue that the benefits of popular
participation in first instance trials will be
seriously diminished by failure to reform 
procedures in higher, second instance courts,
where cases can be tried again, without any
popular participation. Critics maintain that the
Judicial Yuan should have fostered more public
debate before presenting its proposal. 

The greatest challenge confronting any type
of citizen participation in criminal trials in
Taiwan’s acutely polarised society will arise in
politically sensitive cases. Will popular partici-
pation enhance the legitimacy of the judiciary’s
handling of such cases or add fuel to the fire? In
some quarters, recent prosecutions of former
president Chen Shui-bian and other political
figures, and the current indictment of former
president Lee Teng-hui, have deepened scepti-
cism about the impartiality of the judiciary.
What might happen if such cases are tried

before a Japanese-style mixed tribunal, an
American-type jury or even the Judicial Yuan’s
consultative panel? The question suggests that,
in the debate ahead, the devil will be in the
details of selecting assessors and regulating
their interaction with judges. 

Whatever the difficulties, one positive sign is
that a recent poll showed that Taiwanese citi-
zens welcome the opportunity to participate in
criminal trials. Over 70 per cent said they would
be willing to try cases together with judges. 

Ironically, slightly over half the judges
surveyed disapproved of the proposal. Judges,
of course, are understandably concerned about
increased workloads and popular pressures 
interfering with independent professional
decision-making. In addition, some caution
that, because assessors will merely advise, the
new system will only amount to democratic
window-dressing. Can the Judicial Yuan 
address the concerns of judges and persuade
them to implement this reform? The stakes are
high for democracy and justice. 

Jerome A. Cohen is professor and co-director of 
the US-Asia Law Institute at New York University
School of Law and adjunct senior fellow for Asia 
at the Council on Foreign Relations. Yu-Jie Chen is 
a Taiwanese lawyer and research fellow at the 
US-Asia Law Institute. See also www.usasialaw.org

Open to debate

The greatest challenge
in Taiwan’s polarised
society will arise in
politically sensitive cases 

Jerome A. Cohen and Yu-Jie Chen assess Taiwan’s
proposal for laymen to deliberate with judges – after
criticism that court decisions were out of touch with
society – to try to make the process more transparent The race to be Hong Kong’s next chief executive

is intensifying. Besides the two top candidates,
Chief Secretary Henry Tang Ying-yen and

Executive Council convener Leung Chun-ying, there
is former Legislative Council president Rita Fan Hsu
Lai-tai, whose popularity is sliding. And, now, we
have lawmaker and head of the New People’s Party,
Regina Ip Lau Suk-yee. 

Ip, who is a former secretary for security,
unofficially declared her candidacy this week by
comparing her qualifications and suitability as chief
executive with the other three. In an interview with a
local TV station, she said the three did not possess all
the qualifications prescribed by the director of the
State Council’s Hong Kong and Macau Affairs Office,
Wang Guangya . According to Wang, the next
chief executive must be someone who loves China
and Hong Kong, is “administratively capable” and
enjoys popular support. 

Ip said she wouldn’t mind “sacrificing herself”
because she loves Hong Kong and wants to
contribute. 

Putting aside her political intentions, Ip was
actually spot on with her comments about the other
three. Fan might have had high approval ratings, but
she lacks governance experience; Tang has been in
the government for some time, but has made no
major contribution and, finally, Leung, who has been
working hard to raise his popularity, also has little
administrative experience.

As I’ve said before, Fan has never been serious
about running for the top job. Besides, the best she
can do is to serve as a lever to pull Leung back, giving
Tang a slight advantage. 

Ip was right to say that Leung has political
exposure only because of his role as convener of Exco.
A common saying sums it up: “Don’t listen to what a
politician says, but observe what he does.” Leung has
made no contribution, so how can he convince the
people that he is the best candidate?

Yet, Ip seems to have overlooked her own
shortcomings. She claims that she deserves to be
considered for the top job because she understands
the public system. But, despite her 28 years in
government, she is best remembered for trying to
push through the highly unpopular national security
legislation – Article 23 – prompting half a million
people to take to the streets. Ip was forced to step
down. That’s certainly not good leadership.

Ip further claims she has been “baptised” with
democracy, having been directly elected to Legco.
She says she understands public sentiment. Yet, she
has earned her high approval ratings only by
constantly criticising the government. 

Look at the government’s scare tactics over the
issue of right of abode for foreign domestic helpers.
Officials claim granting them permanent residency
would open the floodgates for the immigration of
their family. That’s the argument Ip used when she
was security secretary about the right of abode for
mainland children born to Hong Kong parents. 

Ip can’t fool the people of Hong Kong. She can
sacrifice herself if she wants, but certainly not the
well-being of seven million Hongkongers. We will be
better off if she doesn’t throw her hat into the ring.

Albert Cheng King-hon is a political commentator.
taipan@albertcheng.hk

No better 
Albert Cheng agrees with
Regina Ip’s criticism of
the front runners for the
chief executive post, but
doesn’t think she’s right for the job

Policemen, who are no
slouches when it comes to
complaining, have one

complaint that tends to overshadow
all others – that they are caught in
the middle and blamed by all sides.
This complaint is very much to the
fore again in the wake of the
controversy over the policing of the
visit to Hong Kong by Vice-Premier
Li Keqiang .

It is alleged that the police
overstepped the mark by stifling
protest and restricting media
access. In addition, there are dark
hints about the role of mainland
security officials in this, suggesting
that their intervention resulted in a
clampdown of a kind more familiar
on the other side of the border.

The police, led by the force’s
highly political commissioner, Andy
Tsang Wai-hung, argue that nothing
out of the ordinary occurred and
that they had a duty to provide
high-level security for the visit of a
VIP. Tsang will admit to no fault in
the security arrangements and
aggressively denies the need to
apologise for anything. Those on
the other side of the fence not only
cast doubt on the veracity of his
explanations but insist that policing
is becoming more political.

So, positions are polarised and
the smug option for a commentator
is to sit on the sidelines and
pronounce that both sides have
gone too far. 

As ever, the middle ground is
heavily populated but that does not
make it the right place to be. The
core of the problem is the
dichotomy between ensuring

public order and permitting
freedom of expression, a cherished
right in Hong Kong. 

Understanding public order
issues requires an understanding of
the history of protest in Hong Kong.
The facts of the matter are that, with
the singular exception of the
Cultural Revolution-inspired
protests of the 1960s, involving
some of those now in leading
positions in the new order, the
contemporary history of protests
here is largely characterised by
orderly, non-threatening behaviour. 

Having observed protests in
other parts of the world, I am
amazed by the often near hysterical
reaction to the throwing of a few
objects, loud chanting and crowd
surges. Elsewhere, this elicits little
comment but, here, it is taken as a
sign that things have got out of
control.

What cannot be denied is that,
by and large, the very largest
political demonstrations in Hong
Kong are remarkably orderly and
self-controlled. However,
particularly since Andy Tsang
assumed office, there has been a
tendency for heavier-handed
policing and greater restrictions on
the protesters. Unsurprisingly, this
has produced a counter-response.

The police have a duty not only
to maintain order but also to be
proactive in anticipating problems
and acting accordingly. And striking
a balance between liberty and
security is not easy. 

Was that balance achieved by
hustling away a single protester
wearing a T-shirt that would

certainly have annoyed Li? Was it
achieved by designating very large
security zones around the vice-
premier? And so on. 

Having reported on some very
violent protests during the last big
miners’ strike in Britain, I recall the
words of a very wise senior police
officer who told me his job was not
to stifle protest or even to second-
guess when it might pose a threat to
public order, because the point at
which that occurred would be
obvious. The role of the police, he
insisted, was to be prepared, never
to pre-empt and never to be seen as
being on one side or the other. 

This veteran officer would, I am
pretty sure, be uncomfortable in
Hong Kong where those leading the
police seem to be taking the stance
that there is something inherently
dangerous in the holding of protests
and that their job is to shield those
in power from even being in close
proximity to people who oppose
them.

The situation here is
complicated because Hong Kong is
now part of a nation where protest
is effectively outlawed and where
the concept of civil liberty is severely
curtailed. Hong Kong has a different
tradition but this is being ignored by
local leaders intent on currying
favour with the big bosses from the
north. No doubt this is good for
their careers but it is terrible for
Hong Kong, and bangs another nail
in the coffin of the “one country,
two systems” concept.

Stephen Vines is a Hong Kong-based
journalist and entrepreneur

Hong Kong’s tradition of
orderly protest worth protecting 
Stephen Vines wonders if the enforcers of our public order still share that view 
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